AN INVITATION TO A private VIEWing of

Per Hillo - “Danish Delight”
AN EXHIBITION OF Paintings & Sculptures

G A L L E RY

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 12th 2008. 6.30 - 8.30PM.
CHAMPAGNE AND CANAPÉS
Per Hillo is exhibiting his first UK solo show at MEWS42 Gallery in South Kensington, London.
The Private View is a collaboration between MEWS42 Gallery Director Jesper Thomsen and the
Danish-UK Chamber of Commerce. Exhibition dates: Nov 13th to 25th 2008.

ABOUT PER HILLO:
www. perhillo.com
By Ole Lindboe, Chief editor at the magazine Art, writer of several
art books and editor for the TV-show “Art in the Eye”

Per Hillo is quite the phenomenon
He is a Danish artist who is doing very well. Big decoration
assignments; one for a hotel in Dubai, a gigantic painting
for the Headquarters of Copenhagen Energy in the new
Ørestad, a CD cover in memory of legendary musician Niels
Henning Ørsted Pedersen, and recently, a huge decoration
assignment with more than 20 large scale paintings for the
new headquarters of The Forstaedernes Bank at kalvebod
Brygge in Copenhagen.
As artist he must be categorized as an expressive one.
He expresses what he feels. He says: Art must touch its
receiver. Art must involve its viewer. He seeks the emotional. My art is all about communication, and the way we
choose to be together, he says. Per Hillo attempts to find a
way to a harmonic interplay between art and people. The
destructivity, which is to be found in comtemporary art, is
not his errand at all. He makes an honour in creating beautiful paintings, which speaks to the best in the viewer. With
his paintings, Per Hillo points at the dreamy and sensational.
This can not be explained because one can way to easily talk
art to death. Rather one should
slow down and meditate over the
extent in the painting. Because
every painting is an expression
for consciousness and feeling. Is
this to be understood, one has
reached the first step in sensing
the figurative world of per Hillo.

GUEST LIST IS LIMITED TO 80 AND DISTRIBUTED ON A FIRST COME FIRST SERVED BASIS
RSVP BY NOV 5th 2008 by phone or email: jt@mews42.com or CALL 07980 000 264

MEWS42 GALLERY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, LONDON
Tucked away in the lofty streets of South Kensington,
MEWS42 Gallery created by Danish designer Jesper Thomsen is an elegantly designed private contemporary art gallery situated in a row of charming mews houses in the heart
of South Kensington just behind the V&A. A short walk
from the the finest attractions London offers to discerning
crowds, MEWS42 Gallery boasts proximity to illustrious institutions such as the Serpentine Gallery, Harrods, the Natural History Museum and many up-market fashion outlets.
MEWS42 Gallery has recently enhanced the gallery expanse
to exhibit cutting edge contemporary art shows on the spacious walls while holding any Industry Event. Our entirely
redesigned strategic approach has brought us to collaborate with Louis Vuitton among other top luxury and fashion
brands during London Fashion Week 08.
The Per Hillo Private viewing is an exciting collaboration
between the Danish art world and business community in
London.

42 Princes Gate Mews,
London
SW7 2PR
www.mews42.com
jt@mews42.com
G A L L E RY

